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Graphical Symbol Definitions
Symbol
ISO 7000-0434A

Meaning
Caution

Danger

ISO 7010

Do Not Step

Warnings, Notifications and Cautions
This device is considered to be safe and stable for the
intended uses described in this manual only when:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

Danger! Shelves are not steps. Use as such
creates an unsafe condition that could lead to
personal injury.
Danger! Maximum load 150lb. Weight limitations
for the shelves must be observed.
Caution! Two (2) Locking pins must be fully
inserted for shelf to be secure.
Caution! A minimum of fifty (50) pounds of
weights must be properly installed and secured on
each of the base locating pins.
The unit should be placed so that the back portion
with the pins is facing the wall.
Weights used with this device, or objects placed on
the shelves, must be of a form that will not allow
them to roll off the shelf. Objects that fall off a shelf
have the potential of causing injury to the user.
The stability and safety of this device has only been
evaluated using the JTECH “Weight Box.” The safe
use of other devices for containment of weights
must be evaluated by the user, since there are many
variables that can affect safety. JTECH cannot assume
any liability for adverse results from using methods
or materials that JTECH has not evaluated.
Use for purposes other than those described in this
manual or with objects exceeding weight limitations
defined in this manual may cause an unsafe condition
that could lead to personal injury. Do not exceed
weight limitations.
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Parts List
Description
Back Shelf Barrier Plate
End Plug Plastic 1.5 X 3
JobSim, Cross Bar
JobSim, Left Side Base
JobSim, Right Side Base
JobSim, Vertical Support
Cross Brace, JobSim
3/8”-16 Thread ½” Length Button
3/8”-16 Thread 2-1/4” Length Button
3/8” Washer
3/8”-16 Thread Hex Nut
1” Round Polyethylene Plug
Vinyl Thread Protector
JobSim Shelf
Shaft Collar
Knob Plastic Fluted W/ Stud 5/16-18
Looped T-Handle Hex Key
Allen/Hex Wrench 5/32
Combo Economy Wrench
Quick-Release Pin Ring Grip
JobSim Assembly Instructions
JobSim Poster
Optional parts and accessories
Description
Comprehensive Upgrade
Medium Lift Box
Large Lift Box
XL Lift Box

Quantity
2
6
1
1
1
2
1
12
12
12
12
2
4
2
2
4
1
1
1
4
1
1

Part number
19861-001
6000
7AC005
7AC004

Copyright © 2016 JTECH Medical. All rights
reserved. No part of this manual may be copied
or reproduced in any manner without the express
written consent of JTECH Medical. JobSim and
JobSim Systems are trademarks of JTECH Medical.
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Proper Usage and Precautions
Setup Before Use
Place fifty (50) pounds of cast iron barbell weights on each
of the two vertical pins provided on the JobSim base. Place
a locking collar on each pin on top of the weights. Tighten
the set screw in the collar with a wrench so the collar or
weights cannot be removed without the use of a tool.
Shelf Locking Pins
After a shelf is set in the desired location make sure all
four (4) shelf bolts are fully seated in their respective slots
on the vertical frame columns and tightened. Then fully
insert each of the two (2) locking pins into their vertical
support member. The pins are not fully seated unless the
handle portion of the pin is against the vertical member of
the shelf support. Never leave the shelves mounted without
properly seating both of the locking pins.

Height above floor (inches)

Weight Limitations
Weight of objects placed on a single shelf must not exceed
150 pounds for any location less than 40 inches (1 meter)
above the floor. For positions of a single shelf more than
40 inches above the floor, the allowable weight reduces
incrementally to a maximum of 95 pounds on only one
shelf in the top position. For maximum loading of a
second shelf determine the allowable load by referring to
the graph below.

Maximum allowable weight on each shelf
Insert pins to
secure shelves
before using!
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JobSim Frame Assembly
1. Set Right-hand Column (1) and Left-hand Column (2) on floor parallel to each other with the ruler facing out.
Locate provided bolts, washers, and nuts.
2. Place Frame Header (3) with brackets aligned over bolt holes on inner surface of Columns (1) and (2). Attach
bracket to Right-hand Column (1) using three bolts with a washer and nut for each. Leave bolts loose (finger
tight) so shelves can be aligned later.
3. Follow same procedure for Left-hand Column (2).
Plastic finger
Screws (4)
Locking
Collar (2)
Bolts (12)

3

Bolts (10)

Frame Header

2
Lefthand
Column

Washers (12)

1

Brackets

Righthand
Column

Nuts (12)

8
7

Back Barrier
Plates

Shelves

6

Brackets

5
Front
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Cross Bar

Left-hand
JobSim Base

4

Right-hand
JobSim Base
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4. Place Right-hand JobSim Base (4) with bracket aligned
over bolt holes on outer surface of Right-hand Column
(1). Make sure JobSim label on Frame Header (3) is
facing the front of the JobSim. Attach bracket to
Right-hand Column (1) using three bolts with a
washer and nut for each. Leave frame bolts loose
(finger tight) so shelves can be aligned later.
5. Follow same procedure for Left-hand Column (2) and
Left-hand JobSim Base (5).
6. Hold Cross Bar with label facing the front of the
JobSim. (6) Align screw holes on Cross Bar (6) over
bottom slots of Right-hand Column (1) and slide
the two screws into the bottom of the channel. Label
should be facing front of JobSim.
7. Follow same procedure for Left-hand Column (2).
8. Tighten cross bar screws until barely snug with an
allen wrench (so shelves can be aligned later) and
attach thread protectors. (Make sure frame is not
twisted before tightening the bolts.)
9. Grab the JobSim by the frame and carefully raise the
JobSim until upright.
10. Starting with right side of the lower shelf, align shelf
bolts in the centers of slots (shown below)
11. Follow same procedure for left side.
12. Using a step ladder, follow the same alignment
procedures (steps 10 and 11) for the top shelf.

14. NOTE: To prevent objects from sliding off shelves,
we recommend that the provided Back Barrier Plates
(8) always be used. Back Barrier Plates can also be
installed on front of shelf.
15. With the bolt holes down, position the Back Barrier
Plate against the back of the shelf. Align Back Barrier
Plate and shelf bolt holes. Secure Back Barrier Plate
with two plastic finger screws. Repeat for additional
shelves.
Back Barrier Plate

Plastic finger screws
Counter Weights
CAUTION: A minimum of 50 pounds of weights must be
secured in place on each locating pin for this device to be
stable in normal use.
Before using the JobSim, install five 10 lb. weight plates on
each locating pin (10 plates total) at the back of the JobSim
base and secure with locking collar. Weight plates can be
purchased at sporting goods and athletic supply stores.
1. Slide plates onto locating pin.
2. Slide provided collar over locating pin and tighten set
screw to secure plates.

13. Check shelf alignment at various heights to make sure
Shelf bolts seat properly in slots. Once shelf bolts seat
properly in all slots tighten all frame bolts and the
cross bar bolts.
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Optional JobSim Accessories
Large Barrier Plate - Attaches vertically or
horizontally to shelves using Star headed bolts.
Mounting slots allow you to adjust the height to
simulate lifting over or under barriers when placing
an object on a shelf.

Wheel Kit - Removable wheel kit for easy relocation of
JobSim

Multiplanar Dexterity Kit - Enables you to simulate fine
motor skills and tool usage.
The Large Dexterity Plate attaches horizontally or vertically
to the front or back of any JobSim shelf. It also attaches
vertically in the center of shelves with dexterity holes using
the provided plate clamps.
The Small Dexterity Plate attaches to any JobSim shelf and
to the large dexterity plate to create angles. Included with
the kit are JTECH’s Dexterity Standoff Set and Bolt Sample.
The Standoff Set comes with 21 stainless steel standoffs that
can be used for one-hand and tool manipulation of nuts,
bolts and screws.
The Bolt Sample, with all stainless steel parts, provides 25
of each: Socket cap bolts, slotted screws, hex head bolts,
washers and nuts.
Plate Clamp (2)
Socket Cap (25)
Slotted Screw (25)
Hex Head (25)
Washer (25)
Nut (25)
Standoff (21)

Large Dexterity
Plate

Plastic Thumb Screws
Small Dexterity Plate
Bolt Sample - Stainless steel assortment with 25 of each:
socket cap bolts, slotted screws, hex head bolts, washers
and nuts.
Standoff Kit - Set of 21 stainless steel standoffs for use
with dexterity plates, short shelf or large shelf with holes.
Works with JTECH bolt sample or other 3/8-16x3/4
screws and bolts.

Plate Clamp (2)

Slotted Screw (8)
Washer (8)
Nut (8)
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The JobSim System User Guide
An integral component of any practice providing
services related to work injury and work injury
prevention is the need to mimic the postures and work
demands placed on a worker by a job. The JobSim
System provides significant versatility in terms of
application in the clinic and serves as a key component
of functional testing, such as performing FCEs.
The JobSim System also offers testing application
specific to employment screening, post offer work
assessments and "mini" FCEs for identifying modified
duty capacity with treating patients. Aside from the
testing arena, the JobSim offers actual treatment
opportunities related to work hardening and work
conditioning and as an assistive device for teaching and
demonstrating lifting technique.
The purpose of the JobSim System is to provide the
means for assessing work postures, activities and
stresses. The goal is to provide observable simulation

of the physical behaviors required to perform the
task. By utilizing this frame of reference, the clinician
has more opportunities available for finding an
effective method of simulating a specific job. In
terms of simulation, JobSim’s physical arrangement,
organization, adjustability, versatility and optional
features present an extensive choice of options. JobSim
was designed to accept higher load capacity, resist
wear and possess greater adjustability than wooden
shelving units. JobSim shelves adjust from 14” above
the floor to 82” in even 2” increments.
JobSim shelves offer enough width and depth to
accommodate a typical box (14" x 14" x 12") or flat
tray (8" x 30" x 5"). Its attachments provide universality
to easily incorporate work samples or other related
materials. It easily fits in a floor space 34” wide by 38”
deep. With the optional wheel kit the JobSim is easily
transportable within the confines of a clinic.

Basic Uses for the JobSim System
With all its adjustability and optional equipment, the
JobSim System can satisfy your needs for a wide range of
lifting, job simulation and dexterity testing. The JobSim
System can easily be integrated with your own work
samples and other equipment. JobSim’s capabilities are
only limited by your imagination, so go ahead and be
creative. Presented on the following pages are some basic
examples of how the JobSim System can be used in the
clinical setting.
The following are additional guidelines that should be
followed when using or creating job simulations and lifts:
1. Remember that responsibility for evaluee safety rests
with the evaluator. Always observe evaluee closely
during tests. Never create or engage in a test that
poses a risk of injury to the evaluee.
2. Always observe the weight restrictions and cautions
for the JobSim outlined earlier in this manual.
3. Always have the evaluee sign a consent form before
you begin testing.
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Standardized Lift Tests
JobSim’s even increment adjustability was designed to
meet the needs of standardized isoinertial (lift-lowering)
test protocols, such as the PILE (Mayer T, et al:
Progressive Inertial Lifting Evaluation (PILE) I and II,
Spine 1988). PILE tests offer insight into lifting abilities
at the frequent level of performance based on the DOT
lifting categories. Isoinertial tests were developed to
control the patient’s
use of acceleration
during lifting by
setting the test’s
vertical range
to correspond
with a single
biomechanical
segment (i.e. floor
to knuckle, hip to
chest).
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Job Specific Task Lifts
Testing to critical demands and identified job tasks often
requires testing lifting ability that involves more than one
biomechanical segment. JobSim allows you to simulate
almost any kind of lift: anthropomorphically such as
floor to chest or knee to shoulder and incrementally
(height-to-height) using the provided ruler. To perform
job specific task lifts you can use standard boxes or
obtain objects from the work site. Optional barrier plates
provide the capability to modify the task to include
lifting over or under an object if that is identified in the
job description.

Carries
Combining two JobSim units offers the opportunity
to create multi-plane and "target to target" carry
opportunities. A carry could be created, for instance, to
simulate loading or unloading a truck.
Environmental Constraints
With its wide variety of optional accessories the JobSim
System allows you to recreate obstacles and obstructions
similar to those a worker may encounter on the job.
Take for example an auto mechanic replacing a water
pump.
The work activity requires flexion at the waist at 40”,
reaching out 9” to clear the radiator and fan assembly
and reaching down 22” to access the water pump.
Without an actual automobile this type of lift may
appear relatively hard to realistically simulate. By using
the accessories like the barrier plates with the shelves,
the evaluator can create an effective JobSim simulation
of this type of “drop in/ lift out” lift.

Lifting and Reaching Activities
With an optional short shelf, the JobSim can be
configured to evaluate additional lift elements and
other types of activities. For example, the shelves can be
aligned to add a “pass through” or “pull out” action to a
task lift in order to simulate a shelf stocking activity. The
shelves and backstop/barrier plates can also be set up to
simulate “drop in,” “pull out” and “reach up” activities.

CAUTION: When using “reach over” activities do
not allow the evaluee to suspend his or her weight on
the JobSim barrier.

CAUTION: When evaluating these types of activities
do not allow the evaluee to use the shelves as steps.
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Dexterity Testing
The large and small dexterity plates can attach to the front,
back and underside surfaces of the shelving using simple
finger bolts. Either dexterity plate can also be attached
vertically and lengthwise to a wide shelf with dexterity
holes or short shelf using plate clamps. The small dexterity
plate can also be attached width wise to shelves and to the
large dexterity plate. Simple activities employing the use
of tools can be evaluated using the dexterity plates. Work
samples can be attached to either the plate or the plate
attachments relative to the shelving system.

Using the Multiplanar Dexterity Kit with Bolt Sample.

Using Standoffs and Bolt Sample
A dexterity component can also be incorporated into
the mechanic simulation outlined in the Environmental
Constraints section above. Adding a dexterity plate
expands the simulation to encompass the actual
requirements of “unbolting” and then “bolting” the water
pump back into place. In this scenario, the evaluator has
the opportunity to assess actual lifting capacity in relation
to the specific job, flexibility and work activity (bending,
reaching, holding, fingering) necessary to perform the
task, and dexterity requirements to complete task. This
type of testing is ideal because it specifically meets the
requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) for testing to the demands of the job.
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CAUTION: When using “reach over” activities do
not allow the evaluee to suspend their weight on the
JobSim barrier.
Moving the JobSim System With Optional Wheel Kit
The JobSim System can be portable within the clinical
environment. When moving the system, observe the
following precautions (Refer to page 2 for additional
cautions):
1. Remove any objects from JobSim shelves. Never
attempt to move the unit with any object on a shelf.
2. If any shelves are attached to the frame, make sure
the shelf bolts are seated securely and the locking
pins are completely inserted.
3. Avoid tipping the unit more than 45 degrees from
the vertical alignment.
4. Keep feet clear from under base when tipping the
unit back to the upright position.
Instructions
1. Move the back of the JobSim away from the wall.
Do not remove counterweights.
2. Carefully tip the frame to one side until the frame
base is just clear of the floor. Slide the optional
wheel kit under the base to the center on that side.
Return the JobSim to an upright position to attach
the JobSim wheels to the base.
3. While standing on the side with the wheels,
carefully tip the frame towards you until the
frame base is at about a 45 degree angle from the
floor. Caution: Avoid tipping the frame more than
necessary. Carefully move to new location.
4. Before returning unit to upright position, make
sure your feet and other people in the area are clear.
5. While standing on the side with the wheels,
carefully tip the frame away from you until the
frame base is just clear of the floor. Slide the
optional wheel kit out from under the base to
remove the JobSim wheels from the base.
6. Position back of unit against a wall before using.
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